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A new home! 
http://nabcop.org  



Migration from NANOG 
�  NANOG delegated track decisions to PC 
�  NANOG Board concluded it is not a standard 

body and supports facilitating regional efforts to 
contribute to a global BCOP org 

�  NA BCOP will continue to meet at NANOG 
meetings as needed 
�  Tracks to be proposed to PC at each meeting as 

needed 
�  Other forums being evaluated for outreach 
�  In search of a home for regional repository 
�  Majority of work takes place on mailing lists, con-

calls, etc. 



BCOP growth globally 

� Change is the only constant 
�  Temporary shift of focus to evolve 
� Regional coordination efforts underway 
� Global efforts continue to grow 
� Work continues on several draft BCOPs 
� Regular new submissions 



Recently ratified BCOPs 
� DDoS/DoS Attack 

� Shepard: Yardiel Fuentes 
� Subject Matter Expert(s) (SME): Rich 

Compton, Prabhu Gurumurthy, John W, 
Damon Fortune, Yardiel Fuentes 

� Accepted at NANOG 64 BCOP Track 
 

“a guide of practices that have proven 
effective in production network environments 
of what to do before, during and after  
a DDoS/DoS attack.” 
 http://nabcop.org/index.php/DDoS-DoS-attack-BCOP   



Draft BCOPs in Progress 

� Maintenance Notification 
�  Establishing conventions, and tools! 

� EBGP Configuration 
�  eBGP interconnection and stewardship  

� Public Peering Exchange Participant 
� Update to BCOP-Exchange Points v2 
�  Focus on tenants (Euro-IX BCOP for Ops) 

� Anti-Spoofing 
� Don’t call it BCP38! 



Maintenance Notifications: 
Goals 

�  Establish conventions for formatting  
�  Preserve existing human facing content 
�  Add on formatted information 
�  Machine parsable (primary) 
�  Human readable (secondary) 

�  Conventions support tooling and automation 
�  Should be general enough to be useful for 

any service, not just network services 
�  Create libraries and example scripts to 

support implementation 



Maintenance Notifications: 
Progress 

�  Draft BCOP started 
�  Mandatory fields specified 
�  Co-evolve with coding 

�  Code structure determined 
�  Extend Python icalendar library to implement primitives 
�  New library to abstract common notification workflow 
�  Example scripts that demonstrate the common 

notification workflow 
�  Github project started 
�  Join our Facebook group: 

�  https://www.facebook.com/groups/855738444449323/ 
�  Or contact Erik Klavon:  

�  erik.klavon@gmail.com  



Other BCOPs in progress 

� EBGP Configuration 
� Public Peering Exchange Participant 
� Anti-Spoofing 



Global BCOP Activities 
�  Active BCOP efforts underway in the following regions 

�  NA / ARIN 
�  RIPE 
�  LACNOG 
�  AfNOG 

�  BCOP efforts are developing 
�  JPNOG 
�  NZNOG 
�  More! 

�  There may be a need in near future for global 
coordination between regional efforts 
�  Discussion took place before last IETF  



Global update Prague (IETF93) 

�  First meeting of majority of regional 
BCOP meetings 

� Concluded that IETF was a good home 
for global coordination 

� Concluded that the majority of BCOP 
documents were more global and less 
regional 

� Created plan with RFC Editors 



Global update Prague (IETF93) 

� Regional BCOP efforts agreed to 
document what worked well and what 
did not.  

� Use the data to start template for any 
region to participate  

�  Initially will use independent submission 
stream with low hanging fruit to help 
decide the area ops/bcop/something 
else  



GBCOP 

� Gbcop.org registered 
�  Lists and website in progress 
� Next steps 

�  Aggregate BCOP participants lists to gbcop 
�  Assess complete list of BCOPs globally and 

select a few candidates for independent  
submissions 

� Work with RFC Editors on streamline 
process 



Get Involved! 

� BCOP Appeals (questions to answer): 
http://nabcop.org/index.php/Appeals  

� Draft BCOPs (in progress): 
http://nabcop.org/index.php/BCOP_Drafts  

� Mailing List: 
http://nabcop.org/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/bcop-support  



aaron@tcp0.com  
chris@chrisgrundemann.com 

bcop-support@nabcop.org  


